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Lose weight, tone up, and look younger in just three weeks. Walk yourself to the fittest and
healthiest version of yourself. Walk off the Weight is a full 21-day plan, and has all the advice and
guidance you need. Simply follow the exercise instructions and the eating plan on each day and
you will be fitter and healthier and look better than ever before!Lucy Wyndham-Read has used
this plan with her clients for many years and she has seen amazing results. The before and after
photos of her clients will show you what you can achieve by following Lucy's walking workout
routine.Walking is an amazing exercise that anyone can do and the results are incredible: weight
loss, increased fitness, and toned legs, arms, bottom, and thighs.The book also contains Lucy s
Healthy Anti-Aging Plan full of delicious meals and snacks that are easy to prepare and help
promote collagen in the skin; you will look younger and more radiant.
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LucyLucy Wyndham-Read is a leading fitness and weight-loss expert with over 20 years of
experience in the fitness industry.She has helped hundreds of people reach their fitness and
weight-loss goals. Lucy has her own highly successful YouTube fitness channel LWRFitness with
over 1 million views and is an international fitness author and presenter.Lucy creates her own
workouts. From years of experience she has developed her own effective methods and created
dynamic moves that engage several muscle groups all at once, resulting in workouts that are
short and easy to follow. As a personal trainer, Lucy knows that most people haven’t much spare
time and get bored quickly when following the same routine. If they don’t see results, they give
up. So she has created quick, easy-to-follow and highly effective programmes. Once you start
one of Lucy’s workouts, you will be hooked on being healthy and fit for life.Why Walking
WorksWalk yourself fitter, healthier and younger.Walking is the most natural movement we do,
and when we were children, it was the first exercise we ever undertook. Our bodies are designed
to walk, and this low-impact activity suits every single fitness level, from a complete beginner
who has never worn a pair of trainers to a budding athlete. The reason walking is the number-
one exercise is that it engages all your major joints—ankle, knee, hip, elbows and shoulders—
which means you are toning and recruiting big muscle groups—legs, butt, arms, abs, chest and
back. When you walk, you burn lots of calories while at the same time sculpting and shaping
your body. You can walk anywhere, it is free, and it is also very good for your soul. Even if don’t
have a garden or live by a main road, you are never far away from some pretty walks. Walking
can also be fun to do with friends and family. Make it social, and you can spend good quality
time with them and get fit at the same time. Going for a walk can be the new going out.Walking is



non-intimidating and so easy to follow, as it is simply putting one foot in front of the other. This is
why it works, because it is our most natural exercise. It is suitable for everyone, and you can do it
anywhere. You can even squeeze in a 15-minute walk on your lunch break. Walking is, hands
down, a winner when it comes to your health, fitness, well-being, and body shape.Benefits of
WalkingWalking is the perfect exercise for every age.The list of benefits from walking is longer
than you might expect. Your body reacts quickly to walking, and you burn excess body fat,
reduce inches all over, melt away muffin tops, sculpt and lift the butt, tone the thighs, and narrow
the waist. And you can wave goodbye to bingo wings. Even more important are the many other
benefits to your health, fitness, weight and aging that walking provides.So let’s look at these in a
little more detail, starting with health, which is the most important. Regular walking can help to
prevent heart disease, type 2 diabetes, chronic illness, obesity, strokes, depression, and even
some cancers. Read on to see how walking positively affects your health.HealthStrengthens the
HeartWhen we walk, we strengthen the most important muscle in our body—our heart. The
stronger the heart becomes, the more effectively it works. The heart’s job is to pump blood
throughout the body. When a heart is weak (which can be due to lack of exercise), it becomes
less effective at pumping blood. A good analogy I use is to imagine a foot pump that you are
using to blow up an inflatable bed. If the pump is not very effective, you are going to have to
pump it up and down lots of times for it to fill the bed. Yet if the pump is powerful and strong, just
a few pumps will push in lots of air but with less effort. You want your heart to be a powerful
pump so that with each pump it pushes blood through your system efficiently. The other benefit
is that a strong blood flow keeps the arteries flushed and helps prevents them from narrowing,
meaning you lower the risk of high blood pressure. Also the more effectively your heart pumps,
the more oxygen it supplies to your body. So then you feel less out of breath and have more
energy. This is why you should fall in love with walking, because your heart will love it,
too.Reduces CholesterolWalking is a great way to keep your cholesterol levels healthy, because
walking at a brisk pace can help to reduce LDL (low-density lipoprotein). LDL is known as bad
cholesterol that can cause a plaque lining in the arteries, and this can lead to heart
attacks.Prevents OsteoporosisStronger bones are essential for our frame and body support as
we age. As we grow older, we can be susceptible to osteoporosis, which is a weakening within
the bones that makes them more likely to fracture and break. Not only does walking tone and
strengthen your muscles, but it also strengthens your bones, because every time your heel
strikes the ground it produces a chemical process in your bones known as the piezoelectric
effect. The piezoelectric effect helps to stimulate the cells that contribute to building stronger
bones. This is why walking is a great way to keep your bones strong and healthy.Prevents
ObesityWalking is a great way to keep your weight down and help prevent obesity, which also
can lead to diabetes and other diseases. Simply put, when we walk, we use energy known as
calories, and this is how we can stay in shape. Nowadays, obesity is a huge problem, and the
reason is simple: People move less and eat more! If we sit all day—at the desk, in the car,
shopping online—the body is not using energy, so it won’t be burning calories. Instead we start



storing calories and gaining weight, and this brings on a whole host of problems. But the good
news is that by walking we can prevent all these health problems.Lifts DepressionA great way to
improve your mood and reduce stress levels is to go for a walk. Walking stimulates the
production of the feel-good hormone known as serotonin. This is why when someone is suffering
from depression, a doctor will often recommend walking, because it is the most natural way to
help lift depression.FitnessMore FlexibilityWalking engages lots of muscle groups. With every
stride we take (and this is true for each of my total-body moves), we use a full range of motion
(ROM) through all our joints, which helps keep them healthy and flexible. Every time you engage
a movement through a joint, you naturally increase lubrication knows as synovial fluid, which
helps keep the joints smooth and mobile. Again, lack of exercise has the reverse effect, which is
why joint problems can occur from inactivity.Faster, Stronger, and More StaminaEvery time you
work out, you increase the fibres in the muscles, making them stronger and increasing their
endurance. Essentially your muscles can keep going for longer before they tire, and also they
can carry more weight as they become stronger. The results of this are that you will feel fitter,
and you will also find that you walk faster.Better BalanceWalking, especially when you are
walking outdoors over uneven surfaces, is a great way to work on improving your balance. You’re
naturally engaging what are known as the stabilising muscles, particularly around the lower legs,
and this will lead to better balance. The total body moves I have created also have a huge
impact on developing strong stability within your lower body, and overall you will notice a big
improvement in your balance.WeightBurns CaloriesWalking can be a very easy way to manage
your weight and even lose excess weight. The key is to walk at a very brisk pace, and with my
walking workouts, we do just that. Completing my total-body moves has a great effect on weight
loss. The reason is that we add short bursts of HIIT (high-intensity interval training). We use HIIT
when we increase the speed of our walk, so the effort feels more challenging. These faster
paces are between 20-40 seconds only, and then we bring the intensity back down. I will explain
more later in the book, but what you need to know now is that this has an amazing effect on
weight loss, because it produces an effect known as EPOC (excess post-oxygen consumption).
EPOC occurs when your body burns calories at a higher rate for hours after you have finished
exercising. This can burn an extra 35 calories an hour and can stay at an elevated rate for up to
10 hours, so you can see why I get excited about this and why weight loss then becomes easy.
That is going to be an extra 350 calories you burn even after exercising. This also applies to my
total-body moves, as it tones so many muscles at once, and the more toned the muscles are,
the more calories you burn.AgingTurns Back the ClockBelieve it or not, walking can turn back
the clock. Exercising helps promote the hormone that is responsible for fighting aging—the
human growth hormone (HGH). In our late 20s, this hormone naturally starts to decline, resulting
in the loss of plumpness and radiance in our skin. So as we age, our skin texture and
appearance start to change. Basically, this hormone starts to retire at the end of your 20s!
People pay fortunes to have injections which contain HGH just so they can improve the look of
their skin, but the good news is that you can actually re-employ this hormone, and we do this



simply by exercise. Exercise stimulates the production of HGH. Your body will then be producing
this hormone back into your system, especially when you are exercising regularly. The result is
that you boost your collagen levels, plumping up your skin, reducing fine lines and giving you
back the radiance in your skin, whatever your age.What You Will Get from WalkingToned
thighsSlimmer waistLifted buttIncreased calorie burnStronger bonesBetter moodMore
energySlimmer armsReduced celluliteLess tummy fatMelted away muffin tipsBanished bingo
wingsPlus all the other amazing benefits mentioned already.This is why walking is about to
become your number-one exercise!Part 2What You NeedYou will be following this plan for the
next 21 days, and there are a few things that you will need.What You Need to Wear:Trainers. A
good pair of trainers is a must! These don’t need to be expensive, but they do need to feel
comfortable and have a good flexible sole. A good way to test the sole is to bend the trainer so
that the toe section reaches close to the middle of the shoe. By being this flexible it means it
gives you the range of movement you need to walk at a good pace, without the shoe being too
structured around the foot.Also, these trainers will be fine to use for the total-body moves that we
will be doing throughout the week.Sports bra. Even though this 21-day walking plan is all low
impact, it is still very important to wear a well-fitting sports bra, because this helps support the
bust as well as the muscles and ligaments around the bust area. Our bust can move in an up-
and-down and side-to-side motion over a distance of up to 8 centimetres (3 in.) if we have no
support, so this is why it is important to invest in a good sports bra—to secure the bust firmly in
place while exercising. Also, it is much more comfortable.As for the rest of your fitness gear, you
don’t need to go and spend lots of money on a whole workout wardrobe, as you can easily
exercise in comfortable leggings, tracksuit bottoms or shorts and t-shirts. Layers are best. As you
warm up, you can then peel them off to adjust to your body temperature. What is a must, though,
is to select your brightest colours for when you are heading outdoors for a walk, because it is so
important to always make sure you are highly visible. Additionally, in the summer you can always
wear a hat, and look after your eyes by wearing sunglasses.
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Mary Catherine Todd, “Kind-hearted taskmaster.. I love this woman and her down-to-earth,
anyone-can-do-this, kind-hearted manner of cheering us on. I feel like she's right beside me
saying "Come on! You've got this." and she's right, I do.”

David Walker, “Five Stars. All good!”

Sheila  Kirk, “Five Stars. A good buy for me.”

The book by Andrew Smart has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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